Abstract. This paper considers a combinatorial problem by M. B. Nathanson [ 1 ], concerning simultaneous systems of representatives for two families of finite sets.
Introduction
Let S? -{S¡} be a family of nonempty sets. The set X is a system of representatives for 5? if X n 5J / 0 for every S¡ in S?. If X is a system of representatives for 5? but no proper subset of X is a system of representatives for S?, then X is called a minimal system of representatives for S". By D(S") we denote the number of minimal systems of representatives for 5?. Let |5| denote the cardinality of the set S. If & consists of s pairwise disjoint sets Si with \St\ = h for all i, then D(S>) = hs.
Let S" = {S¿} and IF -{T} be two families of nonempty sets. A set X is called a simultaneous system of representatives for S? and &~ if X is a minimal system of representatives for S? and X is also a system of representatives for y. N(<9" ,&~) denotes the number of the simultaneous systems of representatives for S" and £T. The study of the numbers D(S") and N(S" ,^) could be usefully applied to investigate minimal asymptotic bases in additive number theory [2] .
In 1985, Nathanson [1] In this paper, it is proved that no such real number p exists for any h > 2 and any k > 1. Adding some further restriction on S", we prove that such ß exists in a special case. If X is a simultaneous system of representatives for S" and ¿7", then AT' = X\{at} is a simultaneous system of representatives for 5^ and 3~'. Conversely, if X' is a simultaneous system of representatives for &* and 3~', then X = X' U {a(} is a simultaneous system of representatives for 5? and Since at G S¡, r\S¡" , it is clear that if X is a simultaneous system of representatives for S" and y, then X\{at} is a simultaneous system of representatives for y ^^MS^St,,} and y' = {Tj:j=\,2,...,t-\).
Conversely, if X' is a simultaneous system of representatives for S"' and y', then X -X' U {at} is a simultaneous system of representatives for 5? and y. Hence N(s*,y) = N(5e'' ,y'). If there does not exist Tj such that a] G SV,\SV , i.e., if (S,."\S,-) n T. = 0 for all j , then any simultaneous system X of representatives for S? and ^" contains at and an element x of S,i"\iS,./, hence X\{at,x} is a simultaneous system of representatives for ' = \{^,S,4 and y' = {Tj:j=l,2,...,t-l}.
Conversely, if X is a simultaneous system of representatives for y' and y', then X = X' U {at, x} is a simultaneous system of representatives for y and y for any x in S("\S,,. It follows the fact that r > 1, 0 < t; < A -1 and w > 1 that -H-Sl-i. This completes the proof.
